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Abstract  21 

The 2009 April 6th Mw 6.3 L'Aquila destructive earthquake was successfully recorded by closely 22 

spaced 10-Hz and 1-Hz recording GPS receivers and strong motion accelerometers located above or 23 

close to the 50° dipping activated fault. We retrieved both static and dynamic displacements from 24 

Very High-Rate GPS (VHRGPS) recordings by using Precise Point Positioning kinematic analysis. 25 

We compared the GPS positions time series with the closest displacement time series obtained by 26 

doubly-integrating strong motion data, first, to assess the GPS capability to detect the first seismic 27 

arrivals (P waves) and, secondly, to evaluate the accelerometers capability to detect co-seismic 28 

offsets up to ~45 s after the earthquake occurrence. By comparing seismic and VHRGPS frequency 29 

contents, we inferred that GPS sampling rates greater than 2.5 Hz (i.e. 5 or 10 Hz) are required in 30 

the near-field of moderate magnitude events to provide “alias-free” solutions of coseismic dynamic 31 

displacements. Finally, we assessed the consistency of the dynamic VHRGPS results as a constraint 32 

on the kinematic rupture history of the mainshock. These results suggested that the high-rate 33 

sampling GPS sites in the near field can be as useful as strong motion station for earthquake source 34 

studies. 35 

 36 

1. Introduction 37 

[1] The use of Global Positioning System (GPS) has been traditionally used to study the long term 38 

deformation field occurring at regional [McClusky et al., 2000; Dragert et al., 2001; Melbourne and 39 

Webb, 2002; Larson et al., 2004] or global [Dixon et al., 1991; Argus and Heflin, 1995; Larson et 40 

al., 1997] scales through the analysis of position time series of daily solutions. The developments of 41 

both GPS instrumentation and data storage capabilities have increased the sensitivity of GPS 42 

receivers to behave as seismometers for large-magnitude events, by decreasing the sampling 43 
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interval of the data acquisition and by processing the data with a kinematic approach, that means a 44 

solution for each epoch [Larson et al., 2003]. Although high-frequency GPS measurements of 45 

dynamic displacements are several orders of magnitude less sensitive than the seismometers 46 

readings, they do not suffer from drift, clipping or instrument tilting. The dynamic displacements of 47 

several earthquakes have been captured at regional and teleseismic distances. It has proven that the 48 

30-s-rated epoch by epoch solution is enough to determine instantaneous geodetic positions [Bock 49 

et al., 2000] and rapid estimations of magnitude [Blewitt et al., 2006]. Other investigations have 50 

demonstrated the utility of 1 Hz data to detect seismic waves in good agreement with seismic data 51 

[Larson et al., 2003; Bock et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2007; Emore et al., 2007] and to model fault 52 

slip [Ji et al., 2004; Miyazaki et al.,2004; Davis and Smalley, 2009; Yokota et al., 2009]. However, 53 

Smalley [2009] showed that 1-Hz GPS recordings of coseismic displacements at very small 54 

epicentral distances from M 6 earthquakes are aliased, and that 5-Hz recordings for M 7 (or larger) 55 

events may also be aliased. Thus, a higher temporal and spatial resolution is needed to produce 56 

alias-free recordings of coseismic displacements, in particular for low to moderate magnitude 57 

earthquakes (5 < M < 7).   58 

[2] The 2009 April 6th L’Aquila earthquake struck the Abruzzi region with a magnitude (Mw 6.3) 59 

which falls into the typical moderate magnitude range that can occur on the active normal faults 60 

documented in the Apennines [Boncio et al., 2004; Roberts and Michetti, 2004; Galli et al., 2008; 61 

fig. 1]. This earthquake occurred on the Paganica fault [Emergeo Working Group 2009; Falcucci et 62 

al. 2009; fig.1] and it was recorded by a number of 1-Hz CGPS sites belonging to the Rete Integrata 63 

Nazionale GPS (RING, http://ring.gm.ingv.it) and to other regional networks [D’Agostino et al., 64 

2008]. The closest 1-Hz CGPS sites are INGP (RING) and INFN (DPC, 65 

http://www.protezionecivile.it), respectively 6.5 km and 13.8 km from the epicenter [Chiarabba et 66 

al., 2009]. A few survey-style GPS benchmarks were also installed a few days before the 67 
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mainshock [Anzidei et al., 2009]. In two of these GPS sites, ROIO (Poggio di Roio) and CADO 68 

(Fossa), respectively 2.3 km and 10.4 km from the epicenter, a Leica AX1202 antenna was installed 69 

on a 1.5 m tall concrete pillar and the receiver (Leica GX1230) was set up with a 10 Hz sampling 70 

interval. No GPS sites outside the epicentral area were recording with the same sampling rate.  71 

[3] Recent studies focusing on the L'Aquila event GPS coseismic offsets [Anzidei et al., 2009] as 72 

well as the GPS–derived initial post-seismic deformation [Cheloni et al., 2010] have been carried 73 

out using daily network solutions. In our work, we will focus on the description of both the static 74 

and the dynamic coseismic displacements obtained from Very High-Rate GPS (VHRGPS) 75 

measurements using a single station analysis approach. Previous work about VHRGPS data deals 76 

with noise characteristics [Genrich and Bock, 2006] or on structural monitoring [Ge et al., 2000; 77 

Çelebi and Sanli, 2002; Kogan et al., 2009], and VHRGPS solutions therein were obtained through 78 

baselines estimates using a reference station. Our study, on the other hand, provides an 79 

unprecedented opportunity to investigate near source dynamic displacements with VHRGPS, along 80 

with near source frequency contributions of such a moderate magnitude earthquake. The L’Aquila 81 

earthquake provided a large number of seismograms (http://iside.rm.ingv.it) and, as expected, the 82 

short-period and broad-band seismometers available within ~10 km were clipped. However, the 83 

mainshock was recorded by a number of strong motion (SM) stations (namely AQK, AQG, GSA 84 

and GSG), belonging to the RAN (Rete Accelerometrica Nazionale) network of DPC 85 

(http://www.protezionecivile.it/), and one accelerometer (AQU) of MedNet (INGV, 86 

http://mednet.rm.ingv.it/). We will describe the analysis performed to retrieve the SM displacement 87 

time series, and we will compare these results along with their spectral characteristics, with those 88 

retrieved by the VHRGPS solutions of the closest sites. Cirella et al. [2009] used data of about 15 89 

SM waveforms and 17 GPS static offsets within 70 km from the epicenter to image the rupture 90 

history of this earthquake. Starting from this model, we will finally discuss the consistency of the 91 
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VHRGPS dynamic estimates with this previously determined model and the consistency of these 92 

VHRGPS results in relation to the selected seismic waveforms dataset. 93 

 94 

2. 10 Hz GPS data analysis and results 95 

2.1 VHRGPS data processing  96 

[4] To analyze GPS data accurate satellite orbits and troposphere models are needed. Despite their 97 

own differences and peculiarities, scientific processing software packages [GAMIT, Herring et al., 98 

2006, BERNESE, Beutler et al., 2007, and GIPSY/OASIS II, Lichten and Borders, 1987] use, for a 99 

given GPS network, double-differenced observations to resolve integer number phase ambiguity 100 

parameters. This approach provides more precise baseline daily repeatability compared to bias-free 101 

solutions. However, in the case of GIPSY/OASIS II software, the network solution step is preceded 102 

by the Precise Point Positioning (PPP) strategy, where receiver-specific parameters are estimated 103 

with receiver-specific data, fixing satellite-specific parameters [Zumberge et al., 1997]. For our 104 

study, code and phase GPS data of the 10Hz sampling sites (ROIO and CADO) and of the two near 105 

field 1-Hz-sampling sites (INGP and INFN), were reduced by using the Gipsy-Oasis II (v.5.0) 106 

software PPP strategy in a kinematic mode (module gd2p.pl), as no 10-Hz-sampling GPS sites were 107 

operating in the far-field. We used JPL final high-rate (30s-sampled) fiducial orbits and high-rate 108 

(30s-sampled) clocks. The satellite orbits and clocks were held fixed to estimate receiver clocks, 109 

random walk zenith troposphere delay (by using values for slowly moving objects, i.e. ~3 mm/hr) 110 

[Bar-Sever et al., 1998] and 10-Hz white noise (with 1 m a-priori standard deviation) receiver 111 

positions.  112 

2.2 VHRGPS time series 113 
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[5] We compared the 10-Hz-sampled results to the 1-Hz-sampled ones (fig. 2). In ROIO, the 114 

deformation starts 2.3 s after the nucleation, earlier than CADO, whose deformation starts later (3.7 115 

s). This is because ROIO is closer to the earthquake nucleation point than CADO. For both sites, 116 

the vertical components clearly show a subsidence occurred in three steps, reaching values 117 

temporarily larger than the final co-seismic displacement. ROIO and CADO reached maximum 118 

subsidence values of 13.9 cm and 17.7 cm, respectively. On the other hand, the horizontal 119 

components show different behaviours. The first seismic pulses of ROIO are both positive on North 120 

and East components, whereas CADO shows a mainly north-north-westward first horizontal pulse. 121 

Furthermore, on the horizontal components, about 5 s after the beginning of the dynamic 122 

deformation, both the 10-Hz GPS sites show a movement apparently regular in frequency (around 1 123 

Hz) which starts with a high amplitude pulse, followed by a displacement that rapidly decreases in 124 

amplitude and reaches the noise level after 6.5-6.8 s. The ROIO North and East displacements are 125 

clearly out-of-phase (reaching maximum amplitude of 8.5 cm peak-to-peak), thus demonstrating 126 

that this movement is mainly in the NW-SE direction (as the fault strike, fig. 1, and static 127 

displacements direction). On the other hand, CADO shows a very high amplitude East and North 128 

in-phase initial movement (up to 40cm peak-to-peak in the East component), that mainly occurs in 129 

the NE-SW direction, fairly normal to the fault strike and in the direction of the coseismic static 130 

displacements. This is not surprising because the initial P wave displacements can be very different 131 

than the final coseismic displacements [Vigny et al., 2010]. However, these high-amplitude 132 

displacements are not observed at the closer SM stations [Cirella et al., 2009].  133 

[6] As highlighted by the ROIO and CADO 1-Hz solutions, the two 1-Hz sites INGP and INFN 134 

cannot provide further details in the coseismic dynamic signals (fig. 2). INGP and INFN show 135 

vertical offsets that are closer to or inside the noise level and they experienced lower co-seismic 136 

displacements than ROIO and CADO (fig. 2). This could be related to the location of INGP and 137 
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INFN with respect to the fault: INGP is located on the NW unslipped border of the fault [Cirella et 138 

al., 2009; Cheloni et al., 2010] and Pino et al. [2009] showed that rupture propagated firstly up-dip 139 

and then mainly in the SE direction. Among the four GPS sites used in this study, INFN is the only 140 

one located on the footwall of the fault, relatively distant from the epicenter (about 14 km, ~1 141 

rupture length). 142 

[7] Previous studies [Larson et al., 2001] indicated that the random walk noise should be used for 143 

position estimation in cases of slow deformation, such as volcanic or post-seismic deformation, for 144 

time windows that range from hours to days; in contrast, white noise should be used to estimate co-145 

seismic (faster) dynamic deformation. We tested both white noise (with 1 m a-priori standard 146 

deviation) and random walk noise (with 1 m a-priori standard deviation and ~1.6 cm steady state 147 

standard deviation, Table SM1) for position estimation: in the 30 s time window spanning the 148 

earthquake, the results appear to be almost coincident (Fig. SM1). This is probably due to the very 149 

short time window covering the earthquake and to the relatively high signal to noise ratio (SNR). 150 

For the same reason (high SNR in a short time window), the contribution of the common-mode 151 

filtering [Wdowinski et al., 1997] is considered negligible. To investigate if multipath can affect the 152 

GPS signals in short time windows, we determined the contribution of the sidereal filtering 153 

following the method described by Choi et al. [2004]. In the 30 s time window spanning the 154 

earthquake, for both the 10-Hz GPS sites, the differences between filtered and unfiltered signals 155 

show a low frequency trend (fig. SM2) and are well within the RMS of the VHRGPS time series 156 

(1.3, 0.6 and 3 cm for north, east and vertical components, respectively). Thus, we infer that, in this 157 

case, sidereal filtering does not significantly affect the high frequency coseismic dynamic 158 

displacements and it has not been applied.  159 

[8] We have compared static displacements from VHRGPS to those obtained by daily averaging 160 

[Anzidei et al., 2009, and Cheloni et al., 2010] (fig. 2). Using position time series starting from 161 
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01:32:35 UTC, we calculated mean co-seismic offsets by differencing average positions in the 0-5 s 162 

and 25-30 s time windows (Table 1). We did not take into account the 5-25 s time window to avoid 163 

sampling co-seismic dynamic signal and we considered the 25-30 s time window assuming that no 164 

significant initial post-seismic deformation occurred. The differences between the offsets of the 165 

previously mentioned studies and the kinematic solutions of our study (with or without sidereal 166 

filtering) are outside the error uncertainties for each site. These differences can be mainly due to the 167 

fact that the April 6th daily estimations, propagated at 12:00 UTC, could be affected by an early 168 

aseismic post-seismic deformation, as suggested also by D’Anastasio et al. [2009]. In this sense, for 169 

the L’Aquila earthquake, as for the Parkfield earthquake [Johnson et al., 2006], the measurements 170 

of the co-seismic static displacements provided by the VHRGPS solutions are more accurate than 171 

those derived by the daily solutions. 172 

2.3 VHRGPS three-component spectra 173 

[9] To investigate the frequency contributions present in the HRGPS (10 Hz and 1 Hz) signals, we 174 

estimated Power Spectral Density (PSD). For this purpose, we used a GMT package tool 175 

(spectrum1d, http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/) based on the Welch’s method of ensemble averaging of 176 

multiple overlapped windows, considering standard error estimates [Press et al., 1992]. We 177 

calculated PSDs of the instantaneous sites positions in a 20 min time window including the 178 

mainshock (“coseismic PSD”). For ROIO and CADO, the PSD was calculated both for the 10-Hz 179 

solution and the 1-Hz decimated solution, whereas for INFN and INGP, the PSD was calculated for 180 

the only available 1-Hz solution (fig. 3). The horizontal components of ROIO and CADO are 181 

characterized by an apparent PSD peak in the 0.7-1 Hz frequency range. This corresponds to the 182 

high-amplitude signal visible in the time series (fig. 2a,b). In the 1-Hz PSD (with Nyquist frequency 183 

at 0.5 Hz), this frequency contribution peak is reflected off at frequencies ~0.09-0.3 Hz. This 184 

feature points out aliasing in the 1-Hz GPS signal, in agreement with previous hypothesis [Smalley, 185 
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2009]. Furthermore, the PSDs of the 10-Hz solutions follow the expected spectral decay of the 186 

source radiated displacement spectrum [Aki, 1967; Brune, 1970, 1971] up to ~2 Hz. Above this 187 

frequency, the PSDs appear to be flat. To investigate the levels of noise at ROIO and CADO, we 188 

calculated PSDs of the 10-Hz solution for the three components in a 20 min time window before the 189 

earthquake occurrence (“preseismic PSD”) (fig. 3). As shown for the 1-Hz PSDs of ROIO and 190 

CADO, also the coseismic PSDs of the 1-Hz solutions of INGP and INFN point out a relatively 191 

significant aliasing contribution. For the 10-Hz solutions, below ~2 Hz, the preseismic PSDs of the 192 

horizontal components show energy levels (Table 2) that on average are significantly lower than the 193 

coseismic PSDs. On the other hand, above 2 Hz, the preseismic and the coseismic PSDs overlap, 194 

reaching noise levels of ~0.7 mm and ~0.9 mm for the east and north components, respectively. For 195 

the vertical components, the preseismic and coseismic PSD differences appear more complicated up 196 

to ~1 Hz: at CADO, the coseismic PSDs show peaks until they overlap the preseismic PSD (above 197 

~1 Hz). On the other hand, ROIO shows a smaller energy difference, gradually decreasing, until the 198 

two signals have almost reached the same levels (above ~0.8 Hz). Above 0.8-1 Hz, both sites 199 

vertical components reach noise levels of ~1.4 mm. We summarize as follows: first, the differences 200 

in the energy levels appear in the frequency range of the coseismic displacements (both static and 201 

dynamic), thus indicating that the observed coseismic dynamic signal is largely above the noise 202 

level; second, the overlapping of the preseismic and coseismic PSDs at higher frequencies (~2 Hz 203 

for the horizontal components and ~1 Hz for the vertical one) suggests that the noise level is 204 

reached. 205 

[10] We investigated the noise level of PPP kinematic solutions at higher frequencies, performing a 206 

1-hr spanning 20-Hz sampling test on a RING network CGPS site (GRO1) (fig. 4). This CGPS site 207 

is equipped with the same instrumentation engine (Leica GRX1200) as the receivers at ROIO and 208 

CADO (Leica GRX1230), but with a different antenna (Leica AT504, Dorne Margolin with 209 
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chokerings). The PSD functions of the 20-Hz solutions become flat above 1 Hz but they reach 210 

energy values that are ~2-3 times lower than the PSDs of the GRO1 10-Hz solutions (Table 2). 211 

However, it remains to understand if the energy levels observed at high frequencies for the 10-Hz 212 

and 20-Hz solutions are representative of the VHRGPS noise level or they are affected by aliasing. 213 

The best way to answer this question is to compare the VHRGPS signal with independent data that 214 

have sampling rates normally higher than GPS, such as the “quasi-co-located” SM data.  215 

 216 

3. Strong motion data analysis and Comparison with VHRGPS data 217 

3.1 Strong motion data analysis 218 

[11] Among the SM stations that were triggered by the April 6th L’Aquila mainshock, we selected 219 

only near-field SM sites (AQU, AQK, AQG, GSA and GSG). These sites are close enough to the 220 

GPS sites to be considered “quasi-collocated” in relation to the seismic waves wavelength (~2-5 221 

km). Thus, a comparison between the two datasets can be performed. In order to obtain 222 

displacement time series from accelerograms, a double integration has been performed in the time 223 

domain. Double integration is known to involve distortion and residual trends in the final 224 

displacement time histories. Conventional procedures based on high-pass filtering fail in yielding 225 

acceptable results, because they remove the desired signal. As suggested by Boore and Bommer 226 

[2005], a baseline correction in the time domain has to be used. We therefore adopted a procedure 227 

recently modified by C. Di Alessandro and G. Calderoni (INGV) from the Paolucci’s BASCO 228 

(BASeline COrrection) code [Faccioli and Rovelli, 2007]. In the original code, acceleration is 229 

integrated and the resulting velocity time history is segmented in several portions, in each of them 230 

the linear trend is removed in a trial-and-error approach. The implemented software searches for the 231 

number and length of the segments through an automatic grid-search, the best solution being the 232 
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one which retrieves the most stable trend in the static displacement. For small magnitude 233 

earthquakes and long distances, the code converges towards the solution associated with a minimum 234 

residual offset in the last portion of the displacement time series. When a permanent displacement is 235 

expected, i.e. for moderate to large magnitude at near source distance, the solution is selected so 236 

that it provides the most stable constant offset in the final asymptotic part of the displacement time 237 

series for at least 10-20 seconds, after the completed dislocation of the fault. The coseismic offsets 238 

observed at SM stations are summarized in Table 1. 239 

3.2 Comparison between VHRGPS and strong motion: time series 240 

[12] Previous studies [Larson et al., 2003; Miyazaki et al., 2004, Emore et al., 2007; Yokota et al., 241 

2009] showed that GPS can detect seismic waves (mainly surface waves) for large earthquakes, 242 

comparing 1-Hz-sampled GPS position time series with SM data. In the case of the L’Aquila 243 

earthquake, we have the first 10-Hz-GPS dataset collected in the near-field of a relatively large 244 

earthquake. A reliable detection of coseismic displacements from SM over tens of seconds [Boore, 245 

2001; Wang et al., 2007], despite potentially important rotational components of the shaking 246 

[Trifunac, 1982; Graizer, 1989; Graizer, 2006], is still a matter of debate. As most of the sites are 247 

not exactly in the same place, the beginning of the deformation occurs at slightly different times due 248 

to differences in the seismic wave propagation time. Thus, the comparison VHRGPS-SM cannot be 249 

properly useful to assess the reliability of the SM static offset. On the other hand, it is interesting to 250 

highlight the agreement within ±1 cm accuracy of the position time series between those closely-251 

spaced sites showing similar features for the vertical component (between CADO and AQU/AQK, 252 

Fig. 5a) and for the horizontal components (between ROIO and AQU/AQK, Fig. 5b). Also INGP (1 253 

Hz) show features on the east and vertical components that are similar (within ± 1 cm) to the closest 254 

SM site AQG (Fig. 5c), but, as INGP is located near the source, the 1-Hz GPS signal is affected by 255 

aliasing. To properly investigate the reliability of the retrieved SM coseismic offset, we limit the 256 
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comparison to the only case of co-located VHRGPS-SM stations. The 1-Hz GPS INFN is co-257 

located with GSA and close (~5 km) to GSG. The results show a good agreement (fig. 5c). The 258 

horizontal components have the same peaks of the INFN time series even with some differences in 259 

amplitude: for the north component, INFN appears similar to GSA, whereas for the east component, 260 

INFN time series is similar to GSG. The lower signal amplitude on the vertical component for GSG 261 

can be explained by its location in a borehole. On the north component, INFN seems to diverge 262 

significantly from the SM solutions. However, we show that the SM displacements seem to be quite 263 

stable over a period of about 40 s after the earthquake.  264 

3.2 Comparison between VHRGPS and strong motion: three-component spectra 265 

[13] The GPS-SM comparison is also performed by means of three-component spectra (fig.5d, 266 

Table 3) in the time window used for calculating displacements from SM (45 s). We will only focus 267 

on the PSD comparison between the 10-Hz GPS sites (ROIO and CADO) and the two closest SM 268 

sites (AQU and AQK). To better compare the two datasets we impose an upper boundary to the 269 

PSD plots at 6 Hz, a little more than the Nyquist frequency of the 10-Hz GPS signal (5 Hz). At low 270 

frequencies (below 0.3 Hz), the PSDs appear comparable for all the components. The variability for 271 

the East and North components are confined to the 1-8 cm2/Hz and the 10-20 cm2/Hz energy 272 

ranges, respectively. At AQK, we observe a wide peak at ~0.5-0.6 Hz on the horizontal components 273 

and the 1-Hz peak on the vertical component. At slightly higher frequencies (0.7-1 Hz), CADO 274 

shows larger energy than the other PSDs, reaching maximum PSD values of ~6 and ~21 cm2/Hz for 275 

the north and east components, respectively (fig.5d, Table 3). ROIO reaches energy values 276 

comparable to CADO at ~1 Hz, but still larger than the SM data. However, with the exception of 277 

the above described peaks, all the PSD functions show the same decay of energy with increasing 278 

frequency. Above 2 Hz, not only the 10-Hz GPS PSDs significantly diverge from the SM PSDs, but 279 

also the GPS PSDs themselves appear different: on the vertical component, both CADO and ROIO 280 
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clearly overlap and become almost flat at an average energy level of ~1*10-2 cm2/Hz; on the 281 

horizontal components, CADO shows a sawtooth-like aspect with one order of magnitude energy 282 

variations; in ROIO it is possible to see a similar behaviour but with lower energy variations. 283 

However, the lower PSDs levels are reached in the range 10-3-10-2 cm2/Hz (fig.5d). For the three 284 

components, the SM PSDs decay until 5 Hz reaching energy values of two orders of magnitude 285 

lower than GPS (~10-4 and ~10-5 cm2/Hz for AQK and AQU, respectively). These PSDs values at 286 

high frequencies in the SM data suggest that aliasing contribution, if it exists, is very low and the 287 

comparison between VHRGPS and SM PSDs confirms that no aliasing contribution affects the 10- 288 

Hz GPS signal. 289 

 290 

4. Kinematic rupture history 291 

[14] In order to assess the consistency of the VHRGPS coseismic dynamic displacements, we 292 

modelled the kinematic rupture history of the 2009 L’Aquila main-shock. For this purpose, we 293 

jointly inverted strong ground motions records, dynamic and static GPS displacements by using a 294 

two-stage nonlinear inversion method [Piatanesi et al., 2007]. We assumed the same fault geometry 295 

(28 km long and 17.5 km wide, strike fault: N133°E; dip to SW: 54°; top of the fault: 0.5 km) and 296 

approximately the same site selection described by Cirella et al. [2009]. Particularly, in our study 297 

we considered the AQK accelerograms (RAN network) along with the dynamic and static 298 

displacements obtained from the VHRGPS kinematic analysis related to four GPS sites (ROIO, 299 

CADO, INFN, INGP, fig. 6). With the exception of these four GPS sites, all the other GPS offsets 300 

are the same as those used in Cirella et al. [2009] and derived by previous daily static analysis 301 

[Anzidei et al., 2009]. Original acceleration recordings and high-rate dynamic GPS are integrated 302 

and derived, respectively, to obtain ground velocity time histories. The resulting velocity 303 

waveforms are band-pass filtered between 0.02 and 0.5 Hz by using a two-pole and two-pass 304 
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Butterworth filter. We inverted 60 s of each waveform; this includes body and surface waves. All 305 

kinematic parameters are simultaneously inverted at nodal points every 3.5 km equally spaced along 306 

strike and dip directions. During the inversion, the peak slip velocity is allowed to vary between 0 307 

and 2.5 m/s with 0.25 m/s step increment and the rise time between 1 and 2 s with 0.25 step 308 

increment. The rake angle ranges between 250° and 290° with 5° step increments; the rupture time 309 

distribution is constrained by a rupture velocity ranging between 1.8 and 2.8 km/s. To calculate the 310 

Green’s functions, we adopted a velocity model retrieved from receiver functions [Bianchi et al., 311 

2010] to compute the synthetic seismograms at AQU, AQG and AQK. For all the other stations we 312 

use a model based on the 1-D structure of Bagh et al. [2007] modified to take into account the 313 

shallow (0-1.5 km) low velocity layer. The body-wave velocities in this shallow layer are taken 314 

from a 1-D structure (nnCIA model) obtained from surface wave dispersion analysis [Hermann and 315 

Malagnini, 2009]. 316 

[15] The algorithm explores ~2 millions rupture models to build up the model ensemble. Figure 6 317 

shows the retrieved slip distribution, either on the fault plane or projected on the Earth surface, 318 

obtained by averaging a subset of the model ensemble (nearly 30.000 rupture models), 319 

corresponding to those models having a cost function not exceeding 5% of the minimum cost 320 

function value (i.e., the best fitting model). The retrieved model presents similar features compared 321 

to Cirella et al. [2009] (fig. SM3) and it is characterized by three principal patches of slip: the 322 

largest patch is near the nucleation point, 8 km SE from the nucleation, a second smaller slip patch 323 

above the hypocenter at shallower depths (i.e., nearly 3 km in the up-dip direction) and a third, 3 km 324 

NW below the hypocenter. The larger asperity reaches a maximum slip of about 1.1 m, whereas the 325 

shallower and the northwestern patches reach maximum slips of nearly 0.7 m and 0.8 m, 326 

respectively. The rake angle in correspondence of the maximum slip is -102° and the resulting 327 

seismic moment (M0 = 3.5 × 1018 Nm) agrees fairly well with Regional Centroid Moment Tensor 328 
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solution. It’s important to remark that several seismic and GPS stations lie on the hanging wall of 329 

the causative fault as displayed in figure 6 where we already showed the match between the 330 

observed and synthetic GPS static offsets (red and blue vectors, respectively). Our kinematic 331 

rupture model, that includes the dynamic and static VHRGPS displacements, is comparable to the 332 

one proposed by Cirella et al. [2009] (fig. SM3). This is not surprising considering that VHRGPS 333 

data represent a minority (4) compared to the total number of waveforms (19) used for the 334 

inversion. This result shows the consistency of the kinematic VHRGPS time series with the other 335 

seismological and geodetic dataset collected during the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake (fig. 7). In fact, 336 

the synthetic ground velocities match fairly well the recorded seismograms at most of the stations 337 

(fig. 7a). Discrepancies at some sites are probably due to the inadequate modelling of the complex 338 

wave propagation (high-amplitude signal at ROIO and CADO) and the inadequate accounting of 339 

the site effects (AQK) (both not included in our simulations). Also the fit (fig. 7b) of the four high-340 

rate dynamic GPS displacements is satisfactory, with the exception of INGP, which could be 341 

affected by aliasing. Although, the 1-Hz high-amplitude signal is not modelled because our model 342 

spans the 0.02-0.5 Hz range, the beginning of the signal of the horizontal components and the signal 343 

of the vertical component is well reproduced.  344 

 345 

Discussion 346 

[16] The PSD functions at AQK (fig.5d) show peaks at 0.5-0.6 Hz that have been previously 347 

observed during other earthquakes [De Luca et al., 2005] as well as during the L’Aquila earthquake 348 

[Akinci et al., 2010]. These peaks have been interpreted as a site effect due to ~400 m deep 349 

L’Aquila basin composed of alluvial deposits of the Aterno valley [Agency for Environmental 350 

Protection and Technical Services (APAT), 2005]. The PSD functions of the horizontal components 351 

at the GPS sites closer to AQK (ROIO and CADO) show peaks at slightly higher frequencies (~1 352 
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Hz and 0.7-1 Hz, respectively). However, both the GPS stations are installed on limestone outcrops, 353 

whereas AQK is located in the L’Aquila basin. The monumentation at ROIO and CADO is a 354 

concrete pillar and the GPS antenna was screwed on the top of the pillar, which was further fixed by 355 

using cement. Therefore, a site effect caused by a variation of shear velocity due to soft uppermost 356 

layers has to be excluded. However, ground motions recorded at stations located on the top of 357 

topographic irregularities could be affected by a local amplification (i.e. topographic effect), but this 358 

effect should cause an amplification of the whole seismic signal, not a part of it [Geli et al.,1988; 359 

Bouchon and Barker, 1996; Paolucci, 2002]. In the case of ROIO and CADO, the high-amplitude 360 

signals do not affect the first seismic arrivals, which are, conversely, well-fit by the kinematic 361 

rupture model (fig.7a,b); the large amplitude portion of GPS signals occurs about 5 s after the 362 

beginning of the deformation and spans about 6.5-6.8 s. Furthermore, the high-amplitude signal 363 

cannot be related to a source effect (i.e. stopping phase) because of its low-frequency nearly-364 

harmonic signature. Avallone et al. [2010a] attempted to model this feature as a fault zone 365 

resonance (Ben-Zion and Aki, 1990; Li and Leary, 1990), the two GPS receivers being located on 366 

fault systems close to the causative Paganica fault.  367 

[17] The GPS-SM comparison, as well as the comparison between the preseismic and the coseismic 368 

PSDs, suggests that the minimum energy levels of the 10-Hz GPS data can be representative of the 369 

noise levels of the VHRGPS data, because the aliasing contributions reach energy levels that are 370 

two orders of magnitude lower than the GPS signal at high frequencies (4.5-5 Hz). This also 371 

suggests two aspects: first, a higher sampling (i.e. 20 Hz) would not have provided additional 372 

information, in terms of frequency, for the L’Aquila earthquake; second, aliasing on near-source 373 

high-rate GPS data can occur only by sampling data at frequencies lower or equal to 5 Hz (Nyquist 374 

frequency ≤ 2.5 Hz), as confirmed by the previously described 1-Hz solutions of CADO and ROIO 375 

(fig. 3) and suggested by previous studies on strong motion data [Smalley, 2009]. This is probably 376 

the case of the 1-Hz-sampling INGP receiver. In fact, the projection on the Earth surface of the 377 
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kinematic rupture model obtained using the VHRGPS data (fig. 6a) shows the presence of a 378 

significant patch of slip below INGP, deeper than the nucleation point and amounting up to 0.8 m of 379 

slip. This patch represents the main difference between the rupture model obtained in our study 380 

compared to the one of Cirella et al. [2009] and the fit of both the static (fig. 6) and the dynamic 381 

(fig. 7) INGP displacements are relatively low. On the contrary, for the three other GPS sites 382 

(ROIO, CADO and INFN), the fit of the waveforms appears satisfactory and the fit of the static 383 

displacements is better (fig.6) than the one found in Cirella et al. [2009]. This suggests that the 384 

other 1-Hz GPS site (INFN) may not be affected by aliasing due to attenuation of the high 385 

frequency components on the longer travel path. This result suggests that a 1-Hz-sampling GPS site 386 

located in the near source of a moderate magnitude event (M 6 class) provides an aliased solution, 387 

that can significantly affect the resulting kinematic rupture model.  388 

 389 

Conclusions 390 

[18] The VHRGPS data acquired during the 2009 Mw 6.3 L’Aquila earthquake are the first time 391 

that 10-Hz GPS data have been recorded in the near-field of the fault rupture. Yokota et al. [2009] 392 

demonstrated that 1-Hz GPS data alone, located in the far-field, are able to infer the dynamic 393 

features of the rupture process as well as permanent slip even for a Mw 6.9 earthquake. Our study 394 

showed that opportunely-located and very high-rate-sampling GPS sites are able to detect also the 395 

first seismic arrivals of moderate magnitude earthquakes (Mw 6.3). Thus, as suggested by Genrich 396 

and Bock [2006], dense VHRGPS networks will be very helpful to detect significant variations in 397 

the seismic wave propagation, that could be related to rupture dynamics or otherwise hidden 398 

geologic heterogeneities. In Italy, a significant effort has been made to develop a high-quality real-399 

time-telemetered dense CGPS network, where the CGPS sites are, in most cases, co-located with 400 

broad-band and strong motion instruments [RING network, http://ring.gm.ingv.it, Avallone et al., 401 
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2010b]. A further effort to increase the density of high-rate sampling CGPS sites in the seismogenic 402 

structures areas (i.e. every 5-10 km or with inter-distances < 1 length of a typical moderate 403 

magnitude fault size) could potentially provide an important complementary network to explore the 404 

full range of temporal and spatial frequencies that characterize plate boundary deformation, from 405 

regional plate kinematics to earthquake source studies. 406 

[19] Our study confirms that recording frequencies greater than 2.5 Hz are needed for detailed 407 

studies on rupture process of moderate magnitude events through GPS dynamic displacements. 408 

Observations at high frequencies (>2.5 Hz) indicate that the aliasing contribution is too low to be 409 

observed. Furthermore, the 20-Hz solutions [our study and Genirch and Bock, 2006] or the 50-Hz 410 

solution [Genrich and Bock, 2006] (Table 2) show energy levels at Nyquist frequencies two-three 411 

times lower than the 10-Hz solutions, but still three-four times larger than the observed aliasing 412 

contribution in the SM displacements (fig. 5d). Higher sampling rates (20 Hz or more) may be 413 

useful for other earthquakes and a proper filtering and averaging of these data would allow more 414 

precise VHRGPS position estimates at lower frequencies (10 Hz). However, higher sampling rates 415 

would not have provided additional information for the L’Aquila earthquake. Moreover, sampling 416 

GPS data at 10 Hz could represent a good trade-off between 1 Hz and 20 Hz (or higher), allowing to 417 

locally store a reasonable amount of data (~330Mb/day) in a frequency range useful for 418 

seismological studies.  419 

[20] 10-Hz GPS results have been obtained using a single station (PPP) kinematic approach. This 420 

approach turned out to be crucial for the L’Aquila earthquake as no 10-Hz GPS were operating in 421 

central Italy. The kinematic approach represents a powerful strategy to analyze relatively short data 422 

time windows (i.e. 30 s), such as data related to moderate magnitude events in the near field. We 423 

demonstrated that the single-point (without bias-fixing) kinematic results provide precisions 424 

comparable to baseline solutions [Genrich and Bock, 2006]. A next step forward, as the possibility 425 
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to routinely include ambiguity phase resolution for single station data analysis [Bertiger et al., 426 

2010], would make the PPP strategy more accurate. It could be useful to detect displacements of 427 

lower magnitude, or deeper, earthquakes and its results could be comparable to baseline solutions. 428 
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Tables Caption  650 

Table 1. Mean co-seismic offsets of the GPS and SM sites (A), for each component (n, e, v), and 651 

relative 1-sigma uncertainties (σ) calculated before (b) and after (a) the mainshock (see text). 652 

Number of samples (N) used in each average and acquisition sampling rates (S), as well as site 653 

coordinates (Lat, Long) are also shown.  654 

SITE Lat  
(°) 

Long 
(°) 

An 
(cm) 

σn
b 

(cm) 
σn

a 

(cm)
Ae 

(cm) 
σe

b

(cm)
σe

a

(cm)
Av 

(cm) 
σv

b

(cm)
σv

a 

(cm) Nb Na S 
(Hz) 

ROIO 42.327 13.386 -0.68 0.23 0.20 1.23 0.13 0.22 -10.31 0.24 0.30 50 50 10 
CADO 42.293 13.483 4.24 0.28 0.36 -7.29 0.14 0.43 -15.21 0.34 0.38 50 50 10 
INGP 42.382 13.316 -3.14 0.26 0.47 -0.26 0.10 0.66 -1.72 0.11 0.30 5 5 1 
INFN 42.421 13.516 4.64 0.27 0.20 3.44 0.19 0.31 0.16 0.28 0.26 5 5 1 
AQG 42.374 13.337 0.04 0.00 0.29 0.10 0.00 0.21 -0.52 0.00 0.10 1000 1000 200 
AQK 42.345 13.401 0.15 0.01 0.44 -0.16 0.00 1.11 -15.57 0.00 0.23 1000 1000 200 
AQU 42.354 13.402 -3.82 0.00 0.43 0.39 0.00 0.53 -15.02 0.00 0.20 500 500 100 
GSA 42.421 13.519 4.06 0.01 0.08 5.57 0.00 0.24 1.15 0.00 0.11 1000 1000 200 
GSG 42.460 13.550 2.21 0.00 0.08 3.23 0.00 0.07 0.34 0.01 0.14 1000 1000 200 

 655 
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Table 2. Parameters of power spectrum calculated for each GPS site solution and for each 657 

component (n, e and v) in a 20 min time window: Site id, Sampling rate (S), spectral density levels 658 

and relative standard errors at low (f0=0.05 Hz, e0) and high (Nyquist, e1) frequencies. (a) indicates 659 

preseismic solutions. For coseismic PSDs, spectral density maximum levels and relative frequency 660 

value (ep at f) are also shown. GB06L and GB06N indicate the 50-m-baseline 20-Hz solutions and 661 

the 10-m-baseline 50-Hz solutions carried out by Genrich and Bock [2006] for LeicaGRX1200 and 662 

NavCom instrumentation, respectively.  663 

Site S 
(Hz) 

e0n 
(cm2/Hz) 

e0e 
(cm2/Hz) 

e0v 
(cm2/Hz) 

e1n 
(cm2/Hz) 

e1e 
(cm2/Hz)

e1v 
(cm2/Hz)

epn 
(cm2/Hz 
at Hz) 

epe 
(cm2/Hz at 

Hz) 

epv 
(cm2/Hz at 

Hz) 

ROIO 10 0.95 ± 
0.14 

0.45 ± 
0.07 

2.47 ± 
0.36 

0.003 ± 
0.0005 

0.002 ± 
0.0002 

0.009 ± 
0.001 

0.95 ± 0.14 
at 0.04 

0.45 ± 0.07 
at 0.04 

2.47 ± 0.4 
at 0.04 

ROIO 10a 0.93 ± 
0.14 

0.39 ± 
0.06 

1.10 ± 
0.16 

0.003 ± 
0.0005 

0.002 ± 
0.0002 

0.009 ± 
0.001 - - - 

ROIO 1 0.58 ± 
0.07 

0.20 ± 
0.02 

1.32 ± 
0.15 

0.08 ± 
0.009 

0.02 ± 
0.003 

0.11 ± 
0.01 

0.58 ± 0.07 
at 0.06 

0.24 ± 0.03 
at 0.125 

1.32 ± 0.2 
at 0.06 

CADO 10 1.22 ± 
0.18 

0.78 ± 
0.11 

2.50 ± 
0.36 

0.004 ± 
0.0005 

0.002 ± 
0.0003 

0.007 ± 
0.001 

1.22 ± 0.18 
at 0.04 

0.98 ± 0.14 
at 0.7 

2.63 ± 0.4 
at 0.08 

CADO 10a 0.97 ± 
0.14 

0.38 ± 
0.06 

1.02 ± 
0.15 

0.004 ± 
0.0005 

0.002 ± 
0.0004 

0.005 ± 
0.0007 - - - 

CADO 1 1.18 ± 
0.14 

0.62 ± 
0.07 

1.71 ± 
0.20 

0.05 ± 
0.006 

0.1 ± 
0.01 

0.17 ± 
0.02 

1.18 ± 0.14 
at 0.06 

2.35 ± 0.27 
at 0.25 

1.71 ± 0.2 
at 0.06 

INGP 1 0.25 ± 
0.03 

0.24 ± 
0.03 

0.57 ± 
0.07 

0.06 ± 
0.007 

0.13 ± 
0.02 

0.13 ± 
0.02 

0.25 ± 0.03 
at 0.06 

0.24 ± 0.03 
at 0.06 

0.57 ± 0.07 
at 0.06 

INGP 1a 0.34 ± 
0.04 

0.17 ± 
0.02 

0.78 ± 
0.09 

0.04 ± 
0.004 

0.03 ± 
0.003 

0.12 ± 
0.01 - - - 

INFN 1 0.52 ± 
0.06 

0.35 ± 
0.04 

0.78 ± 
0.09 

0.05 ± 
0.006 

0.04 ± 
0.004 

0.15 ± 
0.02 

0.52 ± 0.06 
at 0.06 

0.35 ± 0.04 
at 0.06 

0.78 ± 0.09 
at 0.06 

INFN 1a 0.40 ± 
0.05 

0.13 ± 
0.02 

0.79 ± 
0.09 

0.05 ± 
0.005 

0.01 ± 
0.002 

0.18 ± 
0.02 - - - 

GRO1 10 0.49 ± 
0.04 

0.42 ±  
0.04 

3.2 ±  
0.3 

0.0013 ± 
0.0001 

0.0011 ± 
0.0001 

0.008 ± 
0.0007 - - - 

GRO1 20 0.48 ± 
0.04 

0.41 ±  
0.04 

3.17 ± 
0.3 

0.0007 ±  
6e-5 

0.0006 ± 
6e-5 

0.0040 ± 
0.0003 - - - 

GB06L 20 - - - 0.0005 0.0004 0.0029 - - - 
GB06N 50 - - - 0.0007 0.0004 0.0037 - - - 
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Table 3. Parameters of power spectrum calculated for GPS and SM solutions for each component (n, e and v) in a 45 s coseismic time window: Site 665 

id; Sampling rate (S); spectral density levels and relative standard errors at low (f0=0.1Hz, e0) and high (Nyquist, e1) frequencies; spectral density 666 

maximum levels and relative frequency value (ep at f). (*) e1 at 5Hz (and not at Nyquist frequency).  667 

Site Device S 
(Hz) 

e0n 
(cm2/Hz) 

e0e 
(cm2/Hz) 

e0v 
(cm2/Hz)

e1n 
(cm2/Hz) 

e1e 
(cm2/Hz) 

e1v 
(cm2/Hz) 

epn  
(cm2/Hz at 

Hz) 

epe   
(cm2/Hz at 

Hz) 

epv  
(cm2/Hz at 

Hz) 
ROIO GPS 10 2.2 ± 

0.83 
1.7 ± 
0.66 

1.7 ± 
0.65 

0.003 ± 
0.0011 

0.0014 ± 
0.0005 

0.012 ± 
0.0047 

2.2 ± 0.83 
at 0.16 

1.9 ± 0.73 
at 0.31 

1.7 ± 0.65 
at 0.16 

CADO GPS 10 1.4 ± 
0.52 

4.6 ± 
1.7 

2.8 ± 
1.1 

0.018 ± 
0.007 

0.011 ± 
0.0043 

0.011 ± 
0.004 

5.8 ± 2.2 
at 0.78 

21 ± 7.9 
at 0.78 

2.8 ± 1.1 
at 0.16 

AQK SM 200 3.1 ± 
1 

0.85 ± 
0.29 

2.8 ± 
0.93 

6.9e-05* ± 
2.3e-05 

4.3e-05* ± 
1.5e-05 

1.4e-4* ± 
4.7e-05 

5 ± 1.7 
at 0.39 

5.4 ± 1.8 
at 0.59 

2.8 ± 0.93 
at 0.2 

AQU SM 100 1.5 ± 
0.49 

0.83 ± 
0.28 

5.5 ± 
1.9 

1.6e-5* ± 
5.4e-6 

6.1e-6* ± 
2.1e-6 

5.3e-5* ± 
1.8e-5 

1.8 ± 0.62 
at 0.39 

1 ± 0.35 
at 0.39 

5.5 ± 1.9 
at 0.2 

INGP GPS 1 0.58 ± 
0.17 

2.6 ± 
0.76 

0.29 ± 
0.087 

0.64 ± 
0.19 

3.3 ± 
0.98 

0.43 ± 
0.13 

0.64 ± 0.19 
at 0.5 

3.3 ± 0.98 
at 0.5 

0.43 ± 0.1 
at 0.5 

AQG SM 200 0.2 ± 
0.067 

1.5 ± 
0.5 

0.1 ± 
0.034 

1.6e-4* ± 
5.4e-05 

1e-4* ± 
3.5e-05 

1.4e-05* 
± 4.7e-06 

0.3 ± 0.1 
at 1.2 

1.6 ± 0.55 
at 0.39 

0.17 ± 0.06 
at 0.39 

INFN GPS 1 0.38 ± 
0.11 

0.46 ± 
0.13 

0.2 ± 
0.06 

0.38 ± 
0.11 

0.5 ± 
0.15 

0.23 ± 
0.068 

0.38 ± 0.11 
at 0.25 

0.5 ± 0.15 
at 0.5 

0.23 ± 0.07 
at 0.5 

GSA SM 200 0.65 ± 
0.22 

0.55 ± 
0.19 

0.33 ± 
0.11 

4.7e-05* ± 
1.6e-05 

3e-05* ± 
1e-05 

1e-05* ± 
3.4e-06 

0.65 ± 0.22 
at 0.2 

0.57 ± 0.19 
at 0.39 

0.33 ± 0.11 
at 0.2 

GSG SM 200 0.43 ± 
0.14 

0.3 ± 
0.1 

0.35 ± 
0.12 

5.6e-07* ± 
1.9e-07 

2.9e-07* ± 
1e-07 

4.2e-07* 
± 1.4e-07 

0.43 ± 0.14 
at 0.2 

0.3 ± 0.1 
at 0.2 

0.35 ± 0.12 
at 0.2 
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Figures Caption 668 

 669 

Figure 1: Coseismic displacements of the 2009 April 6th Mw 6.3 L’Aquila earthquake (grey 670 

star) for the 10-Hz GPS sites (black vectors) and the 1-Hz CGPS sites (white 671 

vectors) determined by the VHRGPS data analysis, as well as for the SM sites (grey 672 

vectors) determined by the double-integration procedure. The grey box represents 673 

the surface projection of the fault model proposed by Cirella et al. [2009] and the 674 

ticked line represents the intersection of the fault with the surface. The map in the 675 

lower-left corner shows the observed VHRGPS and SM vertical displacements. 676 

Black lines are active faults from Boncio et al. [2004], Roberts and Michetti [2004] 677 

and Galli et al. [2008].  678 

Figure 2: 10-Hz (solid lines) and 1-Hz (dashed lines) dynamic displacements for the GPS sites: 679 

ROIO (a), CADO (b), INGP (c) and INFN (d). The horizontal axis denotes seconds 680 

from 2009 April 6th, 01:32:35 UTC, and the vertical scale denotes displacement (in 681 

centimeters). Vertical thin line indicates the L’Aquila earthquake time occurrence 682 

(01:32:40.78 [Chiarabba et al., 2009]). Co-seismic offsets and their 99% confidence 683 

level from Cheloni et al. [2010] (circles) and Anzidei et al. [2009] (triangles) are also 684 

shown and arbitrarily plotted at epochs 28 s and 29 s, respectively. Red, green and 685 

blue colors indicate North, East and Up components, respectively. 686 

Figure 3: PSD functions, calculated in a 20 min time window, for the 10-Hz (thick solid lines) 687 

and the 1-Hz (dashed lines) coseismic solutions and PSD functions for the 10-Hz 688 

pre-seismic solutions (thin solid lines): a) ROIO; b) CADO; c) INGP; d) INFN. Red, 689 

green and blue colors indicate North, East and Up components, respectively. ROIO 690 
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and CADO have the same horizontal and vertical scales. INGP and INFN have the 691 

same horizontal and vertical scales, but not the same as ROIO and CADO. 692 

Figure 4: PSD functions, calculated in a 1 hour time window (day 319, 2009), for the 20-Hz 693 

(thin lines) and the 10-Hz (thick lines) solutions for a RING CGPS site (GRO1). 694 

Red, green and blue colours indicate North, East and Up components, respectively. 695 

Figure 5: a) Comparison of position time series between the 10-Hz GPS CADO (red) and the 696 

closer accelerometers AQK (blue) and AQU (green). b) Comparison of position time 697 

series between the 10-Hz GPS ROIO (purple) and the closer accelerometers AQK 698 

(blue) and AQU (green). c) Comparison of position time series between the 1-Hz 699 

GPS (INGP, purple, and INFN, red) and the closer accelerometers (AQG, black, 700 

and GSA, green, and GSG, blue, respectively). For each component, the 701 

comparisons INGP-AQG and INFN-GSA-GSG are vertically shifted for clarity. The 702 

horizontal axis denotes seconds from 2009 April 6th 01:32:35 UTC, and the vertical 703 

scale denotes displacement (in centimeters). d) Comparison of PSD functions 704 

between 10-Hz GPS solutions (ROIO, purple, and CADO, red), and the closer SM 705 

(AQK, blue, and AQU, green). 706 

Figure 6: Kinematic rupture model projected on the Earth surface (a) and in the fault plane 707 

geometry (b). Colours on the fault planes indicate the slip distribution. Black 708 

triangles indicate the GPS and strong motion sites. Red vectors represent observed 709 

GPS static offsets, whereas the blue vectors represent the modelled ones.  710 

Figure 7: a) Comparison of recorded strong motions and GPS velocities (blue lines) with 711 

synthetic waveforms computed from the kinematic rupture model (red lines). The 712 

amplitude of the waveforms is in cm/s. b) Fit for the four high-rate dynamic GPS 713 
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stations expressed in displacement for East, North and Vertical components, 714 

respectively. Blue, red and green traces displays the synthetic, observed signal 715 

(modelled between 0.02 and 0.5 Hz), and the original (no filtered) displacement,  716 

respectively. Numbers with each trace are peak amplitude of the observed 717 

waveforms in cm/s (a) and cm (b). 718 

Figure SM1: Different positions estimations for CADO 10-Hz co-seismic recording: 719 

comparison between the white noise solution (run1) and a tight random walk 720 

solution (run2). Stochastic parameters used for position estimations are shown in 721 

Table SM1. 722 

Figure SM2: Residuals between the unfiltered 10-Hz time series and the one filtered by 723 

applying the modified sidereal filtering: CADO (thick lines); ROIO (dashed lines). 724 

Red, green and blue colours indicate North, East and Up components, respectively. 725 

Figure SM3: a) Kinematic rupture model in the fault plane (average model from ensemble 726 

inference) of the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake. Left, middle and right panels show total 727 

slip, rise time and peak slip velocity distributions, respectively. The rupture time is 728 

shown by contour lines (in seconds); the black arrows displayed in left panel 729 

represent the slip vector. b) Rupture history of the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake as 730 

obtained by Cirella et al. [2009]. 731 
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Auxiliary Material Submission for Paper 2010JB007834 745 
 746 
10 Hz GPS seismology for moderate magnitude earthquakes: the  747 
case of the Mw 6.3 L’Aquila (Central Italy) event 748 
 749 
A. Avallone1, M. Marzario1, A. Cirella2, A. Piatanesi2, A. 750 
Rovelli2, C. Di Alessandro3, E. D'Anastasio1, N. D'Agostino1, R. 751 
Giuliani4, and M. Mattone4. 752 
 753 
1. Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Centro 754 
Nazionale Terremoti, Via di Vigna Murata 605, I-00143, Roma, 755 
Italy. 756 
 757 
2. Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, sezione di 758 
Roma1,  759 
Via di Vigna Murata 605, I-00143, Roma, Italy. 760 
 761 
3. Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER), 762 
University of California, Berkeley, 325 Davis Hall, Mail Code 763 
1792, Berkeley, CA 94720-1792, USA.  764 
 765 
4. Dipartimento della Protezione Civile, Ufficio Rischio Sismico,  766 
Via Vitorchiano 4, I-00189, Roma, Italy. 767 
 768 
Description of the auxiliary comparisons. 769 
 770 
This data set contains three figures showing different type of 771 
comparisons. The first two figures deal with comparisons between 772 
differently estimated 10-HZ GPS solutions, whereas the third 773 
figure concerns the comparison between two different kinematic 774 
rupture models for the L'Aquila earthquake. We tested both white 775 
noise and random walk noise to estimate site positions epoch-by-776 
epoch (2010jb007834-ts01.txt). Details of the other aspects of the 777 
high-rate GPS data analysis (troposphere delay estimation, orbits 778 
and clocks used, etc.) are given in the main text. For the white 779 
noise, we set the a-priori standard deviation of position to 1 m. 780 
For the random-walk noise, we set the a-priori standard deviation 781 
of position to 1 m and the steady-state standard deviation to 782 
about 1.6 cm. The comparison, shown in the figure 2010jb007834-783 
fs01.tif, points out the in a 30 s time window, the two solutions 784 
almost overlap. Aim of the second comparison is to quantify the 785 
contribution of the multipath in this 30-s-spanning HRGPS signal. 786 
To determine sidereal contribution, we followed the method 787 
described by Choi et al. [2004]. For both the HRGPS sites (ROIO 788 
and CADO), the residuals between unfiltered and filtered signals 789 
show a low frequency trend (2010jb007834-fs02.tif) and are well 790 
within the RMS of the HRGPS time series (1.3, 0.6 and 3 cm for 791 
north, east and vertical components, respectively). This suggests 792 
that sidereal filtering does not significantly affect the high 793 
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frequency coseismic dynamic displacements. The last figure 794 
(2010jb007834-fs03.tif) shows the comparison between the kinematic  795 
rupture model obtained in this study and the one obtained in 796 
Cirella et al. [2009]. The two models are in agreement: the slip, 797 
rise time and peak slip velocity distributions are almost the same 798 
as Cirella et al. [2009], with the exception of a patch of slip 799 
located below the hypocenter, due to aliased (and thus not-800 
reliable) INGP solution.  801 
 802 
1. 2010jb007834-ts01.txt (Table SM1): Parameters defining the 803 
stochastic determination of the GPS stations positions [Lichten 804 
and Borders, 1987]: a-priori standard deviation (apsig), steady 805 
state standard deviation (sigp), sampling rate (sdelt) and 806 
stochastic estimation type (smtau).  807 
 808 
1. 2010jb007834-fs01.tif (Figure SM1): Different positions 809 
estimations for CADO 10-Hz co-seismic recording: comparison 810 
between the white noise solution (run1) and a tight random walk 811 
solution (run2). Stochastic parameters used for position 812 
estimations are  813 
shown in Table SM1. 814 
 815 
2. 2010jb007834-fs02.tif (Figure SM2): Residuals between the 816 
unfiltered 10-Hz time series and the one filtered by applying the 817 
modified sidereal filtering: CADO (thick lines); ROIO (dashed 818 
lines). Red, green and blue colours indicate North, East and Up 819 
components, respectively. 820 
 821 
3. 2010jb007834-fs03.tif (Figure SM3): a) Kinematic rupture model 822 
in the fault plane (average model from ensemble inference) of the 823 
2009 L’Aquila earthquake. Left, middle and right panels show total 824 
slip, rise time and peak slip velocity distributions, 825 
respectively. The rupture time is shown by contour lines (in 826 
seconds); the black arrows  827 
displayed in left panel represent the slip vector. b) Rupture 828 
history of the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake as obtained by Cirella et 829 
al. (2009). 830 
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Table SM1 :  Parameters defining the stochastic determination of 850 
the GPS stations positions [Lichten and Borders, 1987]: a-priori 851 
standard deviation (apsig), steady state standard deviation 852 
(sigp), sampling rate (sdelt) and stochastic estimation type 853 
(smtau). 854 
 855 
run  apsig          sigp          sdelt     smtau 856 
      (km) (km or km/s-1/2)   (s) 857 
 1 1.00E-03      1.00E-03   0.1    WHITENOISE 858 
 2 1.00E-03      5.00E-05   0.1  RANDOM WALK (tight) 859 
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